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         October, 2012 
 
Dear AMR Members: 
 
As many of you know, I recently accepted the position as Dr. Saul Suster’s Administrative Assistant and 
Coordinator of the AMR Slide Seminar.  Recently, I have completed the task of assembling slide submissions and 
case histories for AMR #62, and would like to pass along a few suggestions and reminders. 
 
As you know, each member is selected to submit a case to every-other slide seminar.  If, however, you have a case 
that can’t wait, please feel free to send it.  When submitting cases: 
 

1. Submit (50) H&E stained slides for dissemination to Club members.  Please ensure the slides are stained 
prior to submission as we do not have the resources to provide histological services to Club members. 

2. The case history should be e-mailed to nboinski@mcw.edu.  It would also be helpful to include a copy with 
the slide submission.  Identify the case history and slide submission with your name and accession number.  
This will be helpful in the event the history and slides become separated. 

3. Package your slides carefully and securely; the use of bubble-wrap is recommended.  We have received 
several submissions containing broken slides which are unusable.  This results in not having the proper 
number of slides to ensure that every member receives a complete set. 

4. If you are submitting a “Quiz Case”, please identify it as such in your paperwork. 
 

In a previous session, it was agreed that it was not enough for members to simply submit slides to the Club, and that 
any member who failed to contribute their opinion on the cases submitted on two consecutive occasions would be 
automatically dropped from the Club.  Please ensure you abide by this policy.  When submitting your case 
comments, please e-mail them to myself at nboinski@mcw.edu.  If, however, you choose to relinquish your 
membership to the Club, simply e-mail this request and it will be honored without question. 
 
Thank you to those who have submitted cases for Seminar #62.  I hope everyone finds the cases exciting and 
informative. 
 
Warm Regards, 
 

Nancy 
 
Nancy Boinski, Administrative Associate 
Dr. Saul Suster’s Office 
Pathology Department 
Medical College of Wisconsin 
9200 W. Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, WI   53226 
(414) 805-6986  FAX (414) 805-6938 
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